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LASER SPECTROSCOPY ON THE HEAVYION BEAMS�Yu.P. Gangrskya, V.D. Karaivanova, K.P. Marinovab,B.N. Markova, L.M. Melnikovaa, G.V. Mishinskya,S.G. Zemlyanoia and V.I. ZhemenikaaFlerov Laboratory of Nulear Reations, JINR141980 Dubna, RussiabFaulty of Physis, University of So�aBlv. J.Bauhier, 1164 So�a, Bulgaria(Reeived August 5, 1998)In the presented report the perspetives of the study of the eletriharge and urrent spae distributions in the nulei by laser spetrosopymethods on the beams of the fast multiple harged ions are disussed. Thealulations of both the level energies and widths in the H-like and He-likeions and of the isotopi shifts and hyper�ne splitting in the optial spetraof these ions are performed . The projet of the experimental set-up forthese measurements is onsidered.PACS numbers: 21.10.�k, 21.10.FtThree main soures of information about the struture of the atominulei are known:1. radioative deay;2. nulear reations;3. optial spetra of atoms and ions.Some of the important nulear properties (spins, eletromagneti moments,harge radii) have been observed for the �rst time using the third method.The laser spetrosopy is a modern variant of the lassial optial spe-trosopy, whih, historially, has had a major impat on studies of the basinulear properties. The development of the dye laser with their:� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1409)



1410 Yu.P. Gangrsky et al.� high power density: > 10 mW/m2 or 1017 photons/m2� s,� high spetral resolution: of the order of 1 MHz,� perfet ollimation: divergene < 20 mrad,� tunability in a large spetral range: 400�800 nm,revitalized the study of the optial spetra of the atoms as a soure of nu-lear information. The ontemporary laser spetrosopi methods with theirhigh resolution and high sensitivity solved the problem how to aess to thebasi nulear ground and isomeri states in an e�ient and unique way.Laser spetrosopi experiments have been performed in the last years on alarge amount of nulides (> 600) in long isotopi hains inluding short livednulei (T1=2 > 1 ms) and with a prodution rate down to 104 s�1 [1�3℄. Dif-ferent experimental methods are used for laser spetrosopi measurements,e.g. based on the resonane �uoresene, multi step ionization, or nulearpolarization. The high resolution laser spetrometer in the Flerov Labora-tory of Nulear Reations at JINR is an example of an experimental setupusing the laser-indued resonane �uoresene in an atomi beam. With thisspetrometer, measurements of the isotope shift (IS) and hyper�ne splitting(hfs) for more than 50 isotopes of 10 elements (Na, Ti, Zr, Nd, Sm, Eu,Gd, Hf, U, Am) have been performed. The results for the 44�50Ti isotopehain [4℄ and for the odd�odd 22Na isotope [5℄ are of speial interest. Inthe �rst ase, an essential di�erene between Ti and Ca isotopes has beenobserved, onerning the general trend of the harge radii hanges versus Nat N < 24: a derease of hr2i in the ase of Ca and an inrease for the Tinulei. In the seond ase, we sueeded in obtaining the sign and the valueof the eletri quadrupole moment of 22Na, and thus, in determining theshape of this nuleus. The obtained value of the quadrupole deformationparameter �2 = 0:441(24) is lower than the one for the neighbouring 23Na.At the same time, as follows from the IS data, these isotopes have prati-ally the same ms harge radii (hr2i = 0:04 fm2). Both examples (Ti andNa) point to a broadening of the spatial distribution of the nulear eletriharge when approahing the proton drip line. Suh e�ets are expetedto be more important for light nulei at the boundary of nulear stability.Some of them have an unusually large spatial distribution of the last weeklybound nuleons (e.g. the neutron halo in 11Li, 11Be or the proton halo in8B [6℄), whih re�ets on their harge radii, eletri, and magneti multipolemoments. These are nulear parameters whih ould be determined by laserspetrosopi measurements of the IS and hfs [7℄. However, the interpreta-tion of the IS in the light elements is subjet to two major di�ulties: (i)the �eld shift is negligible within the experimental errors and the value of



Laser Spetrosopy on the Heavy Ion Beams 1411the IS is dominated by the mass shift; (ii) the spei� mass shift is largeand hard to allow for [8℄.An e�etive way to overome this hindrane seems to be the laser spe-trosopy of multiple-harged H-like and He-like ions instead of the neutralatoms or single-harged ions. The muh more simple energy level shemes ofsuh multiple-harged ions allow preise alulations of the e�ets induedby the size and the mass of the nuleus, inluding the spei� mass shift.The following peuliarities, onerning the spetrosopy of suh ions mustbe emphasized:1. Eletroni levels: a part of the energy level sheme of H- and He-like ions is shown in Fig. 1 [9,10℄. The levels 22S1=2 in H-like and 21S0 ,23S1 in He-like ions are long-lived metastable states. As an be seen, theyare situated lose to the exited p-levels (22P1=2 and 22P3=2 in H-like, 21P1and 23Pj , j = 0; 1; 2 in He-like ions). The wave-lengths neessary for exita-tion of the orresponding S�P transitions are presented in Table I. There areTABLE ICharateristis of the metastable levels of H-and He-like ions, and the laser radia-tion wavelengths to exite the p-levels.Ion Level term Em [keV℄ �m [s℄ �(s! p) [nm℄Li+1 1S0 0.061 5:6 � 10�4 9563S1 0.059 4:5 � 101 548Be+2 1S0 0.122 5:5 � 10�5 6173S1 0.119 1:7 � 100 372B+3 1S0 0.203 1:2 � 10�5 4483S1 0.199 1:3 � 10�1 283C+1 1S0 0.304 3:0 � 10�6 3533S1 0.299 2:0 � 10�2 227N+5 1S0 0.425 1:3 � 10�6 2883S1 0.420 3:5 � 10�3 191O+6 1S0 0.569 4:3 � 10�7 246O+7 2S1=2 0.654 4:6 � 10�7 6990F+8 2S1=2 0.825 2:9 � 10�7 4480Ne+9 2S1=2 1.02 1:2 � 10�7 2850Na+10 2S1=2 1.24 8:2 � 10�8 1940Mg+11 2S1=2 1.47 4:1 � 10�8 1365Al+12 2S1=2 1.73 2:9 � 10�8 990Si+13 2S1=2 2.04 1:6 � 10�8 740P+14 2S1=2 2.30 1:1 � 10�8 556S+15 2S1=2 2.62 7:2 � 10�9 450Ar+17 2S1=2 3.31 4:5 � 10�9 266Ca+19 2S1=2 4.10 1:8 � 10�9 174



1412 Yu.P. Gangrsky et al.many ases of transitions in the optial range whih are aessible for lasersof di�erent type. For the light elements He�Ne it is onvenient to use He-likeions (21S0 ! 21P1 and 23S1 ! 23P0 transitions) and for the more heavyones Ne�Ar (22S1=2 ! 22P3=2 transitions) and Ca�Sn (22S1=2 ! 22P1=2transitions) the H-like ions.

Fig. 1. Level sheme of H-like and He-like ions2. Resolution. Sine the parity of the p-levels is negative, they deayto the ground 1s and to the metastable 2s by E1-transitions. As a rule, thehalf-lives of the p-levels are very short (< 10�11 s) and their widths are large(> 100 GHz). This is obviously a fator limiting the auray of the IS andhfs measurements for the transitions inluding the p-levels. However, thisis not the ase for the 23P0 and 23P2 levels in He-like ions, for whih thetransitions to the 1s ground state are forbidden by the seletion rules andonly the low energy transitions to the 23S1 metastable state are allowed.This results in larger half-lives and smaller widths (< 100 MHz for elementswith Z < 10) of the p-levels in question and, therefore, high auray ouldbe obtained by exitation of these levels.3. Extration of mean square radii hanges. The most simple aseare the H-like ions. As known [1℄, the spei� mass shift is indued by theorrelated movement of the eletrons in the Coulomb �eld of the nuleusand in the ase of a single eletron it is zero. Thus, only the normal massshift between two isotopes 1 and 2��MS = � m(M1 �M2)M1M2 ; (1)is important and an be alulated from Eq. (1) with high preision. Here �is the wave-length of the radiation, � the light speed, m� the mass of theeletron, M1 and M2 � the isotope masses. The �eld shift of a given atom



Laser Spetrosopy on the Heavy Ion Beams 1413or ion level depends on the level quantum numbers. In the ase of the H-and He-like ions onsidered here, the �eld shift of the 2s-levels is the mostimportant one. Its value, e.g. for the H-like 2S1=2 !2 P1=2;3=2 transition, isdetermined by the relation [8℄��FS = 1:21 � 10�4Z4�hr2i GHz/fm2 ; (2)where �hr2i is the mean-square harge radii hange (hr2i = 3=5 � R2). Thedependene of the �eld shift on Z aording to Eq. (2) at �hr2i = 1 fm2 isshown in Fig. 2. The situation for the He-like ions with two eletrons is moreompliated. The mass and �eld shifts for 1s-, 2s- and 2p-eletrons have beenalulated �rst by the non-relativisti Hartree�Fok method, followed by anumber of orretions, e.g. relativisti e�ets and vauum polarization [8℄.The obtained dependene of the ��FS on Z for He-like ions is nearly thesame as for H-like one (see Fig. 2). For omparison the �eld shift of theneutral alkali atoms is also presented in Fig. 2. As an be seen, the ion �eldshift is muh larger than the one of the neutral atoms. The di�erene growsrapidly with inreasing Z. This e�et is onneted with the more strongeletron-nuleus interation due to the shorter distane between 2s eletronand the nuleus.

Fig. 2. Dependene of the volume shift on the atomi number Z: 1 � H-like ions,2 � He-like ions, dots � neutral atoms.4. Hyper�ne splitting. The small distane between the nuleus andthe 1s-eletrons in H-like ions indues a strong level hfs. The splitting be-tween both hfs omponents F1 = F � 1=2 and F2 = F + 1=2 (F is the totalangular momentum) an be expressed by the relation:��(F1; F2) = 43 (2I + 1)hRy��2Z3I : (3)



1414 Yu.P. Gangrsky et al.Here Ry is the Rydberg onstant,� � the magneti dipole moment of thenuleus, � � the �ne struture onstant. The ��(F1; F2) value inreasesvery fast with Z and for elements with Z > 50 it is in the region of theoptial transitions, i.e. a laser exitation, and, therefore, preise measure-ments of the hfs beome possible. This means that the nulear magnetimoments ould be determined with a high auray and interesting infor-mation about the spatial distribution of the eletri urrent in the nuleusould be obtained.5. Ion prodution. H- and He-like ions ould be produed by di�erentmethods:(a) in the proess of laser radiation-matter interation using high powerpulse lasers;(b) in ECR ion soures using high energy eletrons for atom ionization;() in the transmission of aelerated ion beams through thin targets.The �rst two ways are suitable for the prodution of H- and He-like ionsof light nulei: with Z < 20. For heavier elements (up to uranium) thethird method seems be to the most e�etive one. It is possible to obtain adominating yield of H- or He-like ions, seleting the appropriate energy ofthe aelerated ion beam.This work was performed under the �nanial support of the Alexandervon Humboldt Foundation, the Bulgarian Foundation of Siene and theRussian Foundation of Fundamental Investigations.REFERENCES[1℄ E.W. Otten, Treatise on Heavy Ion Siene 8, 517 (1989).[2℄ Yu.P. Gangrsky, Part. Nul. 23, 1616 (1992).[3℄ J. Billowes, P. Campbell, J. Phys. G 21, 707 (1995).[4℄ Yu.P. Gangrsky et al., JINR Rapid Communiation 6, 5 (1994).[5℄ Yu.P. Gangrsky et al., Eur. J. Phys. A, (in print).[6℄ I.Tahihata et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 55, 2676 (1985).[7℄ A. Anastassov et al., Preprint JINR E6-94-271. Dubna, 1994.[8℄ Yu.P. Gangrsky et al., Izv. Aad. Nauk, Ser. Fiz. 61, 734 (1997), in Russian.[9℄ W.R. Johnson, G. Soft, ADNDT, 33, 406 (1985).[10℄ G.W. Drake, Can. J. Phys. 66, 586 (1988).


